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A number of recent experiments at Berkeley h,ave given independent:.'a.n:d 

strong support for .the hypothesis that there exists a neutra.l meson Which is 

strongly coupled to nucleonso Of particular interest are· the exp-eriments of 

Steinberger D Panofsky 8 ·and Steller
1 

which seem to indica:t'e thati ti€mtral mesons 

can be- produced by photons with a ~ross s.ection which is not less ··than that 

for charged mesons o 

'Photo~meson production is among the simplest of phenomena involving'· 

mesons 9 and it might therefore be hoped that some of its general features can 

be understood on the basis of our admittedly very incomplete theoretical knowl-

edge of the properties of mesonso - In particular, we are interested in seeing 

whether a photo-production cross section for neutral mesons as large as that 

for charged mesons can be understood theoreticallyo ~ ·-' . 

') 

For the photo.=production of charged mesons Br·tlec:kner"" found that' of the 

four types of meson fields only the pseudoscalar theory gave satisfactory 

agreement with experimento For such a theory as the scalar theory with charged 

meson currents extending about the nucleon over a region of the. qrde~ of the 

meson Compton wave-length, the angular (dipole) distribution of the ejected 

photo-mesons arising from the coupling of the electromagnetic fiefd to the 

3 
meson curreni:B is incompatible with the observed; flat angular distribution 

' 1 'J'o Steinberger, Wo Panofsky-P arid Jo StellerD Physo Revo 9 in pressG ··' 

2 · Ko Bruecknerp Phy_s 0 Rev,; 0 in presso His calculations of radiative correc
tions did riot include effects from virtual neutral mesons» but it does not 
seem that this :would change his results in a qualitative mann:ero 

3 Jo Steinberger and Ao So Bishop 0 Phys., Re'IT 00 in press .. 
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for charged mesonso Such a coupling of the charged meson field to the electro~ 

magnetic field would also lead one to expect the ratio .of cross sections for 

neutral to charged mesons to be of the order of (~)M) 2 (where ~ is the meson 

mass and M is the nucleon mass), since for neutral meson production the electro-

• 

magnetic field coupling is to the nucleon. This is in contradiction to the ( 

observed largeness of the neutral meson cross section. 

Assuming that neutral meson production takes place through the inter-

acti-on of the electromagnetic field with the magnetic moment of the nucleon, 

both classical and lowest order perturbation calculations for scalar mesons 

and pseudoscalar mesons with pseudovector coupling lead to a ratio of the neutral 

to charged meson cross section (nea~ threshold) of the order of (~jM) 2 , in 

a.g reement with the above qualitative arguments. 

Such semiclassical arguments are not necessarily applicable in the case 

of the pseudoscalar field, however, Where relativistic quantum-mechanical 

effects are likely to be important. Here the matrix element for neutral meson 

production for a Y-ray striking a proton is proportional to 

(F I H I I) "' ~ 0 (1) 

~ is the Dirac magnetic moment of the proton, £I and ~F are its four-momenta 

in the initial and final states, respectively, p is the four-momentum of the 
rv 

incident protons, and ~ is the electric field strengtho Equation (1) differs 

from tha~ for charged meson emission by the factor in brackets, which is,non-

vanishing only because of retardation effects and is of order (~JM) near thresh-

old. This is because the magnetic moment is relatively undisturbed by the pro-

cess of neutral meson emission, causing phase cancellation between initial and 

final states 0 Thus, again the ratio of neutral to charged meson cross sections 
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theories" (The experimental evidence is e.gainst the'ne-il.:t!tal meson~ he:~ring spin 

onec because of' t.heLr apparent; annihilation into two photonso4 ) · 

It ic& seen~> therefore» that ne:t ther classical consid.erati.oil.s no:·t lowest 

orde.r perturbation theory provide a clue to the largeness of the eros~ section 

f'o:r neutr·al pho·co~mesons o We note 0 1--.o·ure·ver j) that the fe.ctor in the brackets in 

Equation (l) is small only when the nucleon recoil :l.s lS>mallo Due to the very 

close 'binding of the meson field to the nucleon fo:: pseudo scalar theory 0 high 

ene:'l"gy virtual re.:~oils are expe<e:ted and it might be thought that these will 

remove the near· carwell:a:tion of the bi'JO terms in the bracketso To inv·estigate 

this possibility~> ws have' calr.mla.ted the fi.rst order radi.ati ve rsorrecrcions to 

Equation (1) o The corre:spondi.ng radiative corrections for' charged meson pro-

2 
duction have been. calculated by Brl.teekner o Combining lowest order and first 

order radiative oorreGtlons for both charged and neutral meson production and 
? 

chocsing the coupling constant P..S g"' ~10 (e. reasonable Yalue obtained. from 
4fl 

other considerat;ions) f) we obtain about equal croz,s sections f'or the 't;w-o pro-

cesses=·-in reasonable agreement with experimento With this choice of ooupling 

constant 8 t;,he radiative c:oi~reotio:n.s to 0:harged meson production are not quali-

tatively irn.por·tantj) 1111hile for neutral meson production the low·est or'der' terms 

are sw..all., 

Since the validity of large radiative corrections i.s open to considerable 

doubtD we feel j<;"~ti.fied in concluding only that 'the le.rge observed c:ross sec-

tion for neutral meson production i .s not necessar.i ly :ii.ncompati ble with con-

o elusions that can be dr:a:mm, f!fom pseudo:scalar m.eoon 'theolr",fo 
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